
FLYING

SNOW

JUMPER

TINY PONG SOLO 
TABLE TENNIS

Ping pong in the palm of your 
hand! Launch the ball off the 
court and bounce it repeatedly 
on the court to rack up points. 
The game responds with lights 
and sounds as you try to beat 
your highest score. 

FLYING FLINGSHOT MONKEY

It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s a monkey? Launch him like a 
slingshot by holding his stretchy arms and pulling back his feet 
and tail. Makes a fun scream every time he is launched and can 
fly up to 50 feet!

ACTIVE
Toy GUIDE

SNOW ART  
SPRAY N’ STENCIL 
Kit includes 4 snow proof stencils, 3 snow sprayers, and six snow 
colours. Promotes creative outdoor play during Canada’s snowy season.

A fun toy for teaching basic physical skills like hand-eye co-ordination and 
dexterity. Encourages an active lifestyle through play by strengthening core 
muscles. With comfortable handles and a soft, cushiony base, you can safely 
use the Pogo Jumper indoors and outdoors!

CLICK N’ PLAY: FOAM POGO JUMPER

WABOBA: MOON BALL
A small step for Waboba, a giant bounce for mankind. Crazy, gravity-
defying features turn a routine game into an out of this world free-for-all 
on a playground, skate park, gym court or basement! It’s extremely 
addictive to bounce. 

STOCKING STUFFER EDITION

STOCKING  
STUFFERS
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FORCE
SNOW

Fun, active, and brimming with surprises. Pull, swing, swipe 
and bash for hours of fun! Use the wrecking ball to knock 
down all your opponent’s cups before they knock down yours.

PIG POPPER
24 foam tiles feature friendly animal illustrations demonstrating 
unique yoga poses. Connect them like puzzle pieces to create a 
vibrant, comfortable yoga mat. Arrange them any way you want 
to create a new sequence of poses every time. 

ALEX ACTIVE:  YOGA ACTIVITY MAT

Squeeze, pop, and play with this hilarious piggy pal! 
Load one of the foam balls into the pig’s big snout, 
give him a quick squeeze, and POP! The ball flies up 
to twenty feet through the air. Playful, fun, and easy. 

HOG WILD: PIG POPPER

FAT BRAIN TOYS: SWIPESHOT

POWERUP 2.0 ELECTRIC PAPER 
AIRPLANE CONVERSION KIT

Give your paper airplanes power! Attach PowerUp 2.0 to the nose of 
your paper airplane and watch it take to the skies! The Conversion 
Kit’s carbon fiber propeller shaft is virtually unbreakable. 

ARCTIC FORCE  SNOWBALL MAKER
Easily make 3 perfectly shaped snowballs at once. Built 
in handle allows you to easily transport the snowballs. 
Orange finish makes it easy to find in the snow. 
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